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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the first stages on the development of a design method of digital trainings using the collaborative authoring tool “ALO”. Based on the theory of instrumental conflict (Marquet, 2005), this method highlights the necessity of the design digital trainings under the optimal harmonization for users/learners in didactic, pedagogical and technical terms. By the implementation of an artificial intelligence, we will collect the data acquired from users’ experiences to analyse their performances. The result of this analysis will be given to the trainer/designer in order to improve future trainings by predictive learning models increasing cognitive skills and the measurement of the efficiency of a digital training.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For many of companies, the improvements on employee’s expertise demands a financial investment. Some companies choose to adopt digital learning as a solution. They make a call for learning services organisations to guide them through this strategy (Loh, 2013). However, All, A & al. (2015) points out the lack of evidence on the effectiveness of digital trainings for learning improvement.

This document describes the first stages of a generic method in the development of digital trainings using the collaborative authoring tool from My-Serious-Game, a French company specialized in the design of digital trainings. Marquet (2005) describes the instrumental conflict as a possibility of harmonizing the learner interface with valuable functionalities on the teaching topics. Based on this theory, our method contributes then to define the appropriate learning elements to a suitable scenario with the correct/adapted learner interface.

Our main objective is to obtain users’ experience data through the implementation of an artificial intelligence allowing us to:
1. Apply the generic method through the implementation about cognitive activities (Instrumental Conflict Influence).
2. Collect user’s performances data by the implementation of tracking supporting tools (xAPI, Learning Analytics).
3. The analyse the results of the users’ performance will provide us a verification or not about our generic method. On this stage we will identify the main aspects generating an instrumental conflict.
4. With the data generated and the results of performances, we will define a new path of cognitive activities and the effectiveness of trainings in terms of learning outcomes.

First, we will detail the context in which this approach is based, following on the conceptual framework and methodology to identify the design aspects of training and the application of artificial intelligence. At the moment of the depot of our document, no results have been analysed yet. However, the matrix of Learning Analytics and path performances have been established to predict the first tendency of our method.
2. RESEARCH CONTEXT

The last couple of decades, specifically after the inclusion of learning technologies among the academic institutions, educational engineering and digital learning design have been mobilized to identify the required improvement where technology contributes to learning processes (Linard, 2002; Henry, 2007; Baron, 2001). Paquet (2014) describes educational engineering as a method allowing models and charts organizing learning activities, the selection of the technological display with the teachers’ role and resources, including digital environments.

According to the industry, the choice of the corresponding training to improve employees’ skills is one of the main concerns for stakeholders (Loh, 2013). An optimal solution detected to hold back this concern comes with the hybridization of those trainings meaning the mix between digital and classroom learning environments (Peraya, 2010). This hybrid environment guides the learner through the adaptation for the use of technologies for learning improvement (Lebrun, 2006). This hybridization could also facilitate the role of the trainer/designer due to the analysis generated to the most established and relevant elements to perform during the training.

The evolution of the design process for those hybrid trainings develops more technological learning devices. According to our work, the authoring tool it’s a trademark product of My-Serious-Game. A French company leader in the development of digital trainings. Supported by this authoring tool, designers/trainers will be guided to customize trainings with a large set of possibilities (plug-in). The use of artificial intelligence and the xAPI technology contributes with the identification of more details related to learners’ performances.

This occurs during the training with the corresponding path and behaviour analysis (Bennane, 2012). The addition of A.I. (Artificial Intelligence) to this tool relies on the importance of the access to previously complex information about the learning process. The data obtained from those performances would be modified allowing trainers to analyse the elements that contribute or deteriorate the learning process (Cleveland, M., Olimpo, J, DeChenne-Peters, S. 2018).

The measurement about those trainings in terms of efficiency and improvement on cognitive skills will be hold by the design of an architecture with the interpretation and predictions of the training design assessment with an exploratory analysis (Mirroahi & al., 2016).

3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Humans through history have always been elaborated tools to help them resolve some particular issues (Leroi-Gourhan, 1967). Those tools have been designed under the anthropological concept of “artefact” for their attachment to a social structure. Artefacts then become “instruments” as soon as they contribute with a practical solution to a problem, applied to a concrete reality of the world (Latour, 1987). In terms of learning, when an artefact becomes appropriated for a learning/teaching situation, it is necessary to divide into “didactic artefact” and “pedagogical artefact”. The first one refers to all the disciplinary knowledge or professional behaviour needed to be learned to become an instrument. The second one refers to the appropriate representation of the scenario needed for its teaching (Marquet & Coulibaly, 2007).

However, the inclusion of technologies for learning, has created another obstruction on the development of trainings. This technology could interfere on the balance between the didactic and educational artefact, with the knowledge to be acquired, or the skill to be developed, associated with its teaching scenario, could be relevant with the potential inappropriate use of ICT (Marquet, 2012).

One example of instrumental conflict occurs when a technical system dedicated to a family of disciplinary objects is used inappropriately by the learner/user or teacher/trainer. In this type of situation, neither the learning contents, nor the functionalities of the system are involved. As an example, teachers can prevent students from accessing the properties of some specific subject manipulated objects that the software exploits, since these same properties are not highlighted when a figure could be done by hand (Denami & Marquet, 2016). In this case, modeling the trainings for the majority of cases where this conflict is not expected to occur, an actual incoherence is shown (Mitgutsch & Alvarado, 2012).
This empirical model on the designing of digital trainings begins by identifying the elements to include on the training (artefacts) in terms of technology (display), pedagogical (game design) and didactical (game play). Once those elements are identified, the formulation of cognitive tasks and exercises takes place through the pedagogical dimension. Once the learner executes the tasks, an amount of data is generated, tracked by the algorithms from an artificial intelligence to be analyzed. The data obtained is divided into several lexical outputs in terms of recognition of semantic units (xAPI performance).

In this case, modeling the trainings for the majority of cases where this conflict is not expected to occur, an actual incoherence is shown due to the fact that some designers are still not able to difference this aspect through their courses (Mitgutsch & Alvarado, 2012). The collected data describe the performance and results of each action. Knobbout and Van der Stappen (2017) quote an architecture on the analysis of learnings performance by SURF (2016). The strategy on the evaluation of the data collected will be given by the dialogue between the instruments of measurement. Using these elements, a new data of the complexity of the task are released. Rossi (2014) explains that the complexity of the cognitive task could be measured by the alterations of the level of performance of the learner. Those changes show the variation on the cognitive process and introduce, basically, the level of acknowledge of each learner.

With the new analyzed data, we could provide a formative feedback to both participants of the process (Banihashem, S & al., 2018). First, the trainer. The data provide the elements of improvement and advice about which artefacts and pedagogical tasks should be reconsidered to include or exclude from the training. Second, the learner, whom could identify through the data the cognitive aspects where they had more difficulties during the training to overcome with (Song, D, 2018).

4. PERFORMANCE TRACKING AND METHODOLOGY

My-Serious-Game has structured an R&D team to develop the authoring tool. This tool has been conceived to optimize trainings using xAPI technology and artificial intelligence. This is the first digital tool applying A.I. technology to allow companies to create a wide variety of collaborative and interactive training courses.

The objective of this project is to establish a generic method of digital learning conception. In order to accomplish it, we have organized it in several stages. First, we have done a benchmarking about all the digital trainings produced by our company since 2014. After, we have classified under the instrument conflict theory the artefacts (technology, pedagogical and didactical) of each one of them. With this classification we could identify the empirical own model of conception from My-Serious-Game.

On the third stage, we have overviewed the literature on the design methods of digital training. The result allowed us to create a comparative chart between our model and those already applied. This chart would provide us the information related to the main cognitive subjects to consider on the conception process of digital trainings.

Once we have established the cognitive subjects, we have applied a framework of predictive behavior on learners and teachers’ performances. From the learners, we will consider the learning outcomes with the activities measured by our experimental tool and for the teachers, we will track the path behavior on the design of digital trainings. Our predictive behavior is based on the analysis of our predictive learning model with a Delta of measurement and behavior.

At the same time, we have analyzed the tracking tools and the dialogue to communicate that data. First, we have written the syntaxes for the tracking on the learner’s activities (xAPI). Also, we have defined the vectors to include in our matrix algorithm of 4 dimensions to identify that behavior.

Related to trainers, they are guided while they host training sessions using our engine advice. The training content is broadcasted from the trainer’s digital tool (iPad, tablet, laptop, etc.) proposing to learners a set of cognitive activities. From a pedagogical perspective, the collaborative dimension using technology it’s an advantage (Lebrun, 2006). Our product gives to the trainers the control on learners’ performances on real time. Data collection such time, interactivity, scores among others, provide the trainer valuable information to optimize the training.
5. DISCUSSION

By the time this paper is released, our work relies on the validation of our expert-concept (V1) which means to validate the Delta set for the trainings. We consider our method a key tool on the prediction of learning analytics. Besides, it highlights how trainers could improve digital trainings through data collected from user’s experiences. Our work seeks to conceive a learning/working environment where instrumental conflict doesn’t take place, and, at the same time, it allows to optimize the results obtained.

This conception is established by first: conceiving the cognitive activities to develop through digital trainings under the instrumental conflict theory. Then, track them to analyze our predictions and finally, reformulate a new path proposing predictive learning models.

At this stage, we already have conceived the structure of our cognitive tasks, as well as the pedagogical path. This structure contains the Delta settings in both measurement tools and learning prediction model. We would like to describe if the use of the authoring tool using an A.I. contributes to optimize the digital trainings under the influence of instrumental conflict. Our main hypothesis is that the use of the authoring tool contributes to optimize the conception of digital trainings under the influence of instrumental conflict.
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